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OUTSTANDING

Sound/Practice/Workmanship/Overall

FLOORSTANDING SPEAKER WITH HIRES-LICENCE
“[...] Who has ever listened to live concerts at almost original
volume with the Signature 1109, will never want to do without
anymore. And this requires amplifiers with substantially increased
performance. In a second experiment we combined the Magnat
speakers with the RV4, a hybrid integrated amplifier of the same
brand. Actually in my opinion the RV4 is a little bit too reserved, but
in combination with the Signature 1109 a wonderfully harmonious
performance is delivered. This is a couple that allows you to enjoy
music for a long long time. [...].“
“[...] as the 1109 also masters the art of quiet tones and delivers at
all volumes something cheerful, clear and substantial. There is not
simply a bass foundation, but everything is clearly contoured and
offers a nice stability, even in the fundamental range. [...].“
“[...] However the Magnat Signature 1109 is absolutely outstanding
when it comes to getting loud. It is rare that the hard-kicked bass
drums at the beginning of James Blood Ulmer’s live recording
“Crying” can be heard that precisely and punch the pit of the
stomach so directly with hifi speakers [...].“
Conclusion:
“It is the same story as with all Magnat flagship speakers for the last
20 years: With the Signature 1109 you’ll get a lot for your money. This
loudspeaker will not only make you marvelously listen to music,
but is also fit for filling larger rooms with sound. And this speaker
will allow you to enjoy recorded live concerts at home in a much
more convincing way than most other hifi speakers of this size and
price range could ever reach. [...] I like such speakers. They do have
character and stand out pleasantly from the modern, rather cuddly
tunings that have become popular in the whole world. However
this attractive agility is always a difficult balancing act: When does
the liveliness become stressful? For my ears the Magnat Signature
1109 has perfectly succeeded in overcoming this challenge.“
+ Highly dynamic, lively-natural sound pattern
+ Very broad frequency range
+ High peak level
+ High Efficiency
Read the full test report at www.lowbeats.de.
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